[Rhythmic pneumocompression for treatment of patients with chronic obliterating diseases of the lower-limb arteries].
A total of 68 patients suffering from chronic obliterating diseases of the lower-limb arteries (CODLLA) under-went treatment with rhythmic pneumocompression (RPC) in the descending <<travelling wave>> mode with a simultaneous relief of pressure in the sections of the cuffs. The values of the pneumatic action exceeded the APS determined on the shoulder by 10-20 mm Hg. The therapeutic course consisted of 10-15 sessions. Clinical improvement commenced to be observed as soon as after the first session of RPC: the patients were found to have decreased pain, and increased distance of pain-free walking. Based upon the parameters of the dynamics of the cutaneous temperature on the feet, transcutaneous determination of pO2, dynamic pulse oximetry, acid-base balance, and the indices of the blood gaseous composition, the authors have hereby arrived at the conclusion that the therapeutic impact of the RPC in the mode of the descending <<travelling wave>> with the values of the pneumatic impact exceeding the APS was related to the opening of the capillary bed and stimulation of the metabolic processes. The method may therefore be safely recommended to be used in patients presenting with CODLLA, especially in the presence of distal lesions to the arteries of the lower extremities, as a preoperative preparation of the vascular bed.